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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this talk (which Is in a sense compleman-

tary to these of J. Ambjorn and A. Krzyvicki) 
we give a brief review of the analytical re
sults concerning the model of dynamically tri
angulated surfaces1'3- We will discuss the pos
sible types of critical behaviour (depending on 
the dimension D of the embedding space) and the 
exact solutions obtained for D=0 and D=-2. The 
latter are important as a check of the Monte 
Carlo simulations applyed to study the model in 
•ore "physical" dimensions. They give also sone 
general insight of its critical properties. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
The model of dynamically triangulated surfa

ces has been proposed as a discrete version of 
the Polyakov string model 4. The functional mea
sure in the space of parametrized surfaces is 
replaced by the sua over gaussian embeddings in 
the D-dimensional space of a class of two-
dimensional abstract simplicial lattices (tri
angulations) with a given topology. 

Before going into details, let us remark 
that the discretization of the parameter space 
of the surface through triangulations is conve
nient (especially for Monte Carlo simulations) 
but not obligatory. The critical behaviour of 
the random surface should not depend on the de
tails of the discretization, and we can use 
other collections of two-dimensional lattices 
provided they are generated by some local algo
rithm. This means that each lattice can be ob
tained from some standard one by a sequence of 
local transformations. This reflects the 
locality of the functional measure over 
internal matrices in the continuum theory4. 

Following this remark, we slightly generali
ze the definition of the model by taking ins
tead of triangulations a set S ( f ' of graphs 
with the topology of a sphere with g handles. 
The topology of a graph 0 is defined by its Eu-

les characteristic X - ~ff vertices - Zf£ lines 
• "ffl faces = 2-2g. The partition functions 
F (0) of the surfaces of genus g is defined by 

dxF*(tJ)= x m 
G € ô't) V ' 

(1) 

I i € G (2*)°n 

where X*. »i= 1, .... D, are the coordinates of 
the point i of the graph G. <ij> is the line 
connecting i and j (if there are more than one 
such line, a sum is implied), and k(G) is the 
volume of the symmetry group of the graph G. 

Locally the internal geometry of a surface 
is characterized by the coordination numbers 
q ( = { # lines Uj>, j 6 G) and 
q . = ̂ lines<u*v").v* e G*V of the graph G 

and its dual graph G*. the standard definition 
in terms of triangulations corresponds to 
taking all q , equal to 3-

n 

The weight of each graph G depends on the 
result of the gaussian integration (the entropy 
of the embedding) and in this sense the discre
tization of the surfaces Is chosen dynamically. 

3. RELATION TO THE BOSONIC STRING 

Let us restrict ourselves to the case of 

surfaces with g*l. Following 't Hooft 6. we in

troduce light-cone coordinates X*»—:(X D" 1±X D) 
\f2 

and go to a mixed momentum coordinate represen
tation. The factor corresponding to a link (ij> 
becomes 

«(p<ij>-*(xî-xj)) e x p{ i rçij>(*;-*])- ?( xi-*î} 2} 
(2) 

con-The integration over X], i € G, yields « 

servation law for the momenta P(ij> =0. 



' .Therefore we can assign to each point u* of the 
dual graph C* a coordinate a . such that 

Pf iiy*<j ,-a ., where <u*v*> i s the link of C* 

dual to < i j >. 
Farther, we assign to each point j G G a co

ordinate Tj»i X*. In this way the graph C defi

nes a dlscretiration of the parameter aanifold 

(O.T) . Each link < ij > corresponds to a square 

fragment of the string with a width Pf jj>.A 

vertex i € G can be seen as a process of split

ting (joining) of several string pieces at tine 

T ( and is represented by a horizontal segment 

in the (tf.T) plane. Finally, a vertex u* € G" 

corresponds to a cut separating string pieces 

and is represented by a vertical segment. 

A planar graph (a) and the corresponding 

discretization of the world sheet (b̂  

The mass spectrum of the string excitations 

can be extracted from the partition function 

(1) with the sum going over graphs G with fixed 

ratio ûo t o t a l/ûcr, o t a I(this quantity depends on

ly on the structure of the graph ! ) . However, 

we do not know a simple way to impose this 

condition. 

We assume that the (internal) volume of each 

square is 1. Then the invariant volume in the 

parameter manifold can be written as p{a,r)dadr 
where P(O\T) is the density of squares at the 

point (O\T). 

H. CRITICAL EXPONENTS 
The sum in the r.h.s. of (1) is finite for 

all values of the coupling (or "cosmological 

constant") 0 larger than some critical 0 . At 
(!-«£__ the susceptibility behaves as 

^F,(0)/ae* ~ <0-0e)-
T««-D>. const. (3) 

The critical coupling p^ dépends on the 
discretization, but once the discret*xntian in 
fixed, it does not depend on the genus g. 

Another important characteristic of the 

model if the mean square extent or the surfaces 

with given area (= +/- links) A 

£ ( X t - X J )
i 

<**>»- < — > * (*) 

X i 
i . j 

whose scal ing behaviour gives the fractal 
diaension d F of the random surface 

< X 2 > * A ^ O O N 2 V • V = 1 A S F ( 5 > 

A convenient formula for ca lcu la t ing th is 
quantity i s 3 

< X * > A = -D — l o g G A ( P 2 ) | ( 6 ) 
3 P 2 ' p = 0 

where G(P2.0) * Z* G A(P
2)e" P A is the Fourier 

A 

transform of the two-point correlator in the 

model of random surfaces. The latter is defined 

by the sum over surfaces with two points fixed. 

5. EQUIVALENCE WITH A GAUSSIAN MATRIX MODEL 

It is convenient to choose & in eq.(l) as 
the set of all Feynaman diagrams corresponding 

to some scalar field theory. Then the partition 

function (1) can be identified with the free 

energy of a matrix field with gaussian 

propagator2 • 3. 

Let *(x) be an N x N matrix field (**=<*) 

defined by the action 

*(*]= - ~ N trf d px d py e'*
( , ,- y > 2* p <t»(x)0(y) 

• (2w)-B'2N trf d°x V(*(x)) , (7) 

with potential 

V(+) * A,* • | A 2 *
2 • ̂ *3<t>

3 • ••• (8) 

Then the 1/N2 expansion of the free energy of 



this «ode! is related to the partition function 

(1) by 
OS 

F<&) = X F,(D) N-*« • const. (9) 

where «xp N 2J d*x F(3)=j 3» exp*C»] 110) 

6. ZERO DÏHEN5I0NS 

In tha case 0 = 0 the partition «unction of 
the aodel is given by the l/N2expansion or a 
single aatrix intégrai'. This problem can be 
solved exactly7and one obtains1•8 a critical 
singularity of the form (3) with 

>(g.O) = 2 • |<g-l) . g - 0.1.2 . (11! 

The result (11) was obtained for the ^ poten
t i a l but i t i s easy to see that i* holds for a 
generic potential of the fora (8). 

Eq.( l l ) i s proved only for g=0,l ,2 where the 
expl ic i t formulas for the free energy are 
known. However i t i s very l ikely to be true for 
a l l g. Indeed, eg. (3) implies that the number 
of connected graphs of genus g with 2n lines 
behaves as n T < » ) " 3 exp(2np c ) when n>g. Let assu
me that this asymptotics holds also for g/n & a 
where a < 1 does not depend on n. Then the to
tal number of connected diagrams with 2n lines 
wil l be about exp(2n a c ) n T ( * n > . On the other 

hand, this number i s ~ n n which implies that y 
grows linearly with n. 

Another quantity which can be calculated in 
zero dimensions i s the probability distribution 
P(q) of the coordination numbers q,. For the 
case of triangulations ( i . e . . graphs dual to 
Feynman diagrams generated by a * 3-potential) 
and g » 0 this was done in [ 5 ] . The exact fora 
of P(q) i s not universal but in al l cases i t 
decays exponentially with q. 

7- -2 DIMENSIONS 
The partition function can be defined for 

negative dimensions by analytical continuation 
from positive D. By the Kirchoff theorem the 
gaussian integration in (1) can be reduced to 
pure combinatories 2• 3: 

-0(number of lin«s of C) 

P f (a)- Z e (T(0))-D>2 

^ i (12) 

where T(G) is the number of spanning trees of 

the graph C (a spanning tree is a subgraph 

without cycles which contains all points of G). 

At -0/2» 1 one can interchange the sua over 

trees and the sua over graphs which permits to 

«valuat* without pain the partition function*-V 

Alternatively, we can assuae that the coor

dinates x^ of the points of the surface are 

Crassaann variables. This aakes sense if D » 

-2n: then each point x is defined by n pair at 

anticoaauting variables : x,. x,. i « 1 n. 
The group 0(D) of Euclidean rotations is re
placed by the simplectic group Sp(n) and the 
corresponding scalar product is 

n 

x.y = 2- (x,yt * ytx,) (13) 
i-1 v ' 

Each field *(x) has a finite Taylor series and 

can be described by a set of independent NxN 

aatrices. Thus the model of discretized random 

surfaces in -2n dimensions is equivalent to a 

zero-diaensional matrix model with n-fold 

supersynmetry. 

In the special case D = -2 it is convenient 

to apply the "dimensional reduction" trie of 

[9]. as it was suggested in [10]. This allows 

to reduce the aodel essentially to the gaussian 

ensemble of hermitean N x N matrices. Using the 

translational invariance we can write the deri

vative of the free energy as 

" %= (r 1 dx ^ * < o ) * ( x ) e X X * e ) <iJ»> 
By the standard manipulations'•8 the r.h.s. can 

be evaluated as 
3F « 

- jg » e B ' J <Ph («•„-!»: (15) 

whe.'e the bar means the average with respect to 
the gaussian random NxN matrix h*h*, and <Ph i s 
the (unique) solution of the algebraical 
equation 

e e <P = h • V(<P) • (16) 

thus the 1/N2 -expansion of the vacuum energy of 
the -2-dimensional N x N matrix model i s gene
rated by the 1/N2-expansion of the momenta 

W 2 n « J d" h e 2 / J d" h e 2 • (17) 

of the gaussian random matrix h. Thus, the 1/N 

expansion of the D*-2 matrix model is generated 



by that of the gaussian enseable of NxN 
'Matrices. 

It follows froa (l6) that for a generic 
potential of the fora (8) the coefficients <Pn 

behave as 
<p. ~ (const) " n" 3' 2 . (18) 

On the other hand * 
(19) 

where W2J* are the coefficients in the 1/N2 ex
pansion of the aoaents (17)- Combining the two 
asymptotics. we obtain froa eq.(15) 

"v(g.-2J - 2 • 3(g-l) Tor a l l g (20) 

In a siailar way one can proceed to calculate 
the correlation functions of the matrix model. 

Of special interest are the two-point corre
lators since they permit to calculate the mean 
square extent of the surface through eq.(6). 
The simplest one is 

G(Pi.P2) * <tr *(P,)tr *(P2)> 
f 

*&(P,*P2)MVP2) 

(21) 

*T"\tyi*i*Wl*"M3 

where the bar meeans average with respect to h. 
Expanding this in the parameter e we can pro
ve that the aean square extent < X2 >A of planar 
surfaces grows logarithmically with A for a 
generic potential of the form (8 ) . 

The explicit calculations in the case of 
triangulations were presented in ref.[5J-

8. CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR AND UNIVERSALITY 
We have seen that at least in the solvable 

cases (0*0,-2) the cr i t ica l exponent t(g,D) 
does not depend or. the choice of the set S of 
discretizing graphs. Such universality allows 
us to hope that the model can indeed serve as a 
nonperturbative definition of the bosonic 
string. We have to compare e q . ( l l ) and (18) 
with the one-loop perturbative result in the 
continuum theory 1 1 

Mg.D) » 2 • (l-g)(D-19)/6 . (22) 

which Is qualitatively the same, but with 
different slope. 

The result (X 2) A ~ £n A obtained for D * -2 
LB in accord with the perturbative calculation1£ 

Such logarithmic behaviour Is typical for two-
dimensional surfaces and is related to the in
frared fdivergence of the two-dimensional mass-
less field. 

When D goes down to -», no change of the 
critical behaviour is expected. In the quasi-
classical limit D -» -«> the fluctuations of the 
internal metric are suppressed and the internal 
geometry freezes to that of a surface with 
constant curvature. On the other hand, we know 
that the (mass)2 of the lowest excitations of 
the bosonic string becomes negati/e above some 
critical dimension D c, which is argued to be 
1 1 3 . Therefore we can expect that the critical 
behaviour of the model wil* become pathological 
at D > D c. 

In order to realize what is going on above 
the critical dimension, let us consider the 
limit D -* oo. By the "tree formula" (12) the do
minant graphs in this limit are those with mi
nimal number of spanning trees^. They corres
pond to degenerated discretizations of the 
world sheet (Fig. 1) which consist of a number 
of thin strips. We can say that in this limit 
the string dissipates into a system of non 
interacting point particles. 

We can try to improve our model by suppres
sing the discretizations containing long cuts 
(they correspond to points i € G with very high 
coordination number q, ). This can be done by 
multiplying the «sight of each graph G in the 
r.h.s. of (1) by a factor 

n 
i € G 

n 
• €G* 

(23) 

where a is some real number. By taking <x large 
we tollerate surfaces with locally flat inter-

curvature (all coordination numbers are nal 
close to their mean value). Therefore in the 
limit a-«» and D large and positive the surfaces 
which survive will be made out of long thin 
tubes. One can recognize here the phase of 
branch polymers which has been shown to be the 
only possible fftase for the surfaces on a 
hypercubical lattice13. From the point of view 
of the continuum theory this phase can be 
explained by the existance of a nonperturbative 
aechaniso for tachion condensation: a branched 
tree of tubes describes a of decay of the 
closed string through a number of tachions. The 
resulting phase diagram is shown in fig.2. 
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SURFACES ; 

o 
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L10UVIU.E 
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FIGURE 2 
Tentative phase diagrao for the random surfaces 
with dynamical d iscret izat ion 

9 . CONCLUDING REMARKS 
I t has been proved -n r e f . [ l 4 ] that the 

s t r i n g tension does not vanish in the l imi t 
(MS. .We note that the sane is t rue also for the 

c 

mass of the lowest excitation in the phase of 
"smooth" surfaces. In the case D=-2 this fol
lows from the explicite fors of the two-point 
correlator (19). In fact, there are no reasons 
to expect that the masses will sca?e to zero 
with (HPC . We discretize the world sheet of the 
surface and not the embedding spac% and the 
scaling will affect only the distances on the 
world sheet. 

An important question is whether the criti
cal behaviour is universal with respect to the 
parameter a. In the naive continuum limit the 
a-dependent factor should correspond to a term 
in the string action proportional to the square 
of the internal curvature5 and therefore irre
levant. A numerical study of the zero-dimensio
nal model with very high statistics1^showed 
that if(0,0) does not depend on a up to the 
point where the transition to degenerated sur
faces occur» • Moreover, the authors of [15] suc
ceeded to prove analytically, using the known 
ex.-v.t distribution of the coordination numbers. 
that drr/<3a=0 at the point a*0. 

A3 for the critical dimension D c, the only 
thing we know for sure is chat it is positive. 
Unfortunately, the present status of the Monte 
Carlo data does not allow to locate it precise
ly. There is even no consensus whether the dif

ferent phases are separated by sharp transi
tions or smooth crossover. 
Finally, in my opinion, there are at least. 

two possible directions of further investiga
tion : 
- try to find a discretization which allows to 
make connection with two-dimensional conformai 
field theories. This would permit to define the 
model above the critical dimension. 
- introduce (fermionic ?) degrees of freedom on 
the world sheet of the surface to obtain a mo
del with larger critical dimension \4 ?). 
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